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Abstract

A numerical study was conducted to .evaluate the per-
formance of wall mounted fuel-injectors designed for
potential Supersonic Combustion Ramjet(SCRAM-jet)
engine applications. The focus of this investigation was to
numerically simulate existing combustor designs for the

purpose of validating the numerical technique and the
physical models developed. Three different injector
designs of varying complexity were studied to fully under-
stand the computational implications involved in accurate

predictions. A dual transverse injection system and two
streamwise injector designs were studied. The streamwise
injectors were designed with swept ramps to enhance fuel-
air mixing and combustion characteristics at supersonic
speeds without the large flow blockage and drag contribu-
tion of the transverse injection system. For this study, the
Mass-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations and the chemical
sp_ies" continuity equations were solved. The computa-
tions were performed using a finite-volume implicit
numerical technique and multiple block slructured grid
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system. The interfaces of the multiple block structured
grid systems were numerically resolved using the flux-
conservative technique. Detailed comparisons between the
computations and existing experimental data are pre-
sented. These comparisons show that numerical predic-
tions are in agreement with the experimental data. These
comparisons also show that a number of turbulence model

improvements are needed for accurate combustor flowfield
predictions.

1. Introduction

In order to design a more efficient and reliable super-
sonic propulsion system for high speed vehicles, such as
the National Aero-Space Plane(NASP), it is essential to be
able to accurately predict the chemically reacting flow
field inside the combustor. In particular, a number of phys-
ical mechanisms affecting the mixing and combustion
must be modeled correctly in order that the combustors

can be readily analyzed and optimized. The eventual goal
of this study is to numerically simulate three dimensional
turbulent non-reacting flow fields in a supersonic combus-
tor to investigate possible fuel-air mixing mechanisms
which can eventually be used to increase the overall effi-

ciency of present and future engine designs. In this study,
we will deal primarily with the analysis of non-reacting
flow situations inside combustors to assess the effective-

ness of a popular zero equation turbulence model in com-
plex three dimensional combustor flowfield predictions.
Comparisons between the computational predictions made



inthisstudyandtheavailableexperimentaldatashow
thatevenasimpleturbulencemodelwill generaterea-
sonablepredictionsof verycomplexflowfieldsinside
thecombustors.However,thisstudyalsoshowsthatfur-
therimprovementsofthenumericaltechniqueandphys-
ical modelsareneededsothatmoreaccurateand
economicalpredictionscanbemadeforawiderangeof
designsanddesignconditions.Thispresentstudyispart
of a completedevelopmentandvalidation_effort
designedtoproduceapracticalnumericaltechniquefor
futuredesignanalysisofsupersonic/hypersonicpropul-
siondevices.

In supersonicflow,lowcombustorefficiencyisa
consequenceof thelowshear-mixingcausedbycom-
pressibilityeffects,andtheextremelyshortcombustor
residencetimeoftheinjectedfuel.2Inanearlierstudy
of thesupersonicshear-layer,BrownandRoshko_
showedthatthespreadingrateof asupersonicmixing
layerdecreaseddramaticallywithincreasingfrecstream
Machnumber.Thecompressiblespreadingrates
observedwereabouta factorof threelessthanthe
incompressiblemixing-layerspreadingrategenerated
bythesamedensityratio.A similarconclusionwas
reachedbyPapamoschouandRoshko4basedonatheo-
reticalanalysisof shear-layers.Furthermore,they
showedthatthereductioninspreadingratecorrelated
mostcloselywiththeconvectiveMachnumber.The
convectiveMachnumberisdefinedasthedifferential
velocitynormalizedbythespeedofsound.Anindepen-
dentlinearstabilitytheoryanalysisofRagabandWu5
reachedthesameconclusion.Theseinvestigations,both
theoreticalandexperimental,haveshownthatdifficulty
existsin achievingahighdegreeof mixingill high
Machnumberflows.

Therefore,a firmunderstandingof thephysical
mechanismswhichcanbeusedtoenhancethemixing
processisnecessarytominimizethecompressibility
lossesandtodesignacontigurationof thefuclinjector
thatisoptimalintermsof mixingandcombustioneffi-
ciencies.Guirguisetal.6'7observed,inatwo-dimen-
sionalmixing-layersimulation,thata largerpressure
differentialbetweentwosupersonicstreamsenhanced
themixingprocessandincreasedthespreadingrateof
themixing-layer.Therefore,anumberof investigators
haveintroducedthiseffectintotheirstreamwiseinjector
designsthroughadditionalcompression/expansionsur-
faces.Someinvestigatorsbelievethattheinitialshear
andthevorticitygeneratedbyspanwiseconvolutions8'9
andexternallygeneratedswirlwill produceoptimal
combustordesigns.Therefore,theseconceptshavcbeen
incorporatedintotheswept-pianokeyinjectors9and

10rl t2 13
swirling nozzle designs. ' ' Drummond et. al. and
Marble et. al. 14proposed that externally generated vor-

ticity be used to generate additional mixing; Drum-
13

mond numerically showed that the swept wedge
injector, which generates a strong streamwise vorticity,

has mixing characteristics far superior than its un-swept
counterpart. In the work of Marble et. al. 14 planar

shock-waves were used to enhance the mixing between
co-flowing circular jets of fuel and air. Marble showed
that a jet processed by an oblique shock-wave will pro-
duce a strong vortical component due to the interaction
between the density differential of fuel-air and the
strong pressure gradient across the shock-wave. Some
of the behavior changes caused by this interaction can
be illustrated through the use of the vorticity transport

equation 14 a_d were later numerically illustratcd by
Drummond. There arc numerous other suggestions for
using the unsteady mechanisms related to thc dynamics
of the shock-wave/boundary-layer, shock-wavc/vortex,
and shock-wave/shock-wave interactions to generate
additional fluctuating energies required for mixing.
Kumar et. al. 2 further studied some of these mixing

enhancement techniques. A number of these concepts
have been incorporated into the latest combustor/fuel
injector designs. In the present study, the computations
of combustor/fuel injector designs were conducted to

assess injector effectiveness of these concepts as well as
the validity of the numerical and physical models.

This analysis of the mixing combuslor flowfield
was conducted using the Reactive Propulsion code
based on a Lower/Upper(LU) decomposition
Scheme(RPLUS). The nine species-eighteen step tinitc-

rate chemistry model in thc RPLUS code has alread_
been tested in similar laminar combustor flows. 1'1

Therefore, the primary focus of this investigation was
the testing of the numerics and the turbulence model
using hypersonic and supersonic non-reacting hyper-
mixing problems. This study showed that the complex
three dimensional Ilow structures inside combustors can

be accurately predicted using the RPLUS code. How-
ever, several turbulence model improvements were nec-
essary to realistically simulate the turbulent mass
diffusion. Furthermore, even with these corrections the
extent and strength of spreading due to mixing were

poorly predicted in some regions of the Ilow.

The two primary high speed combustors designs

investigated use the streamwise injection system and the

staged transverse injection system. The strcamwisc

injection system is desirable because of its potential to

have low total pressure losses. This contributes less tt)

the overall internal drag of the engine and reduces the

risk of the engine "un-starting." However, this tech-

nique is capable of only low fucl pcnctration and there-
fore is low in overall mixing efficiency. The transverse

injection system is attractive because of the high fuel

penetration characteristics and higher mixing cfliciency.

However, this design can cause large pressure losses and

therefore has higher internal drag contribution. Most

researchers agree that some optimized combination of

these two techniques will produce the best high speed



combustordesign.Therefore,bothstreamwiseand
transverseinjectionswerestudiedtodemonstratethe
capabilitiesthenumericalandthephysicalmodels
developed.

2. Governing Equations

The three dimensional Navier-Stokes, energy, and
species continuity equations governing the chemical
reactions are numerically solved on multiple-block
structured grid systems. These governing equations can
be written in a conservative form given by the follow-

ing,

_t +-_x(E-Ev)+_-_(F-F)+_(G-G ) = tl 11)

The vectors E, F, and G are flux vectors and H is thc

source vector containing the chemical source terms.

They are defined to be the following
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where p is the mixture density, u, v, and w are the mean

velocities, e is the total energy anti /', is the species

mass fraction. (o, are the source terms lot the species

equations. _k and qt are the viscous stresses and heat
fluxes, u i, v i, and w i are mass diffusion vclocilics; i
denotes the number of species.

The laminar portion of the conductivity, viscosity,
and diffusivity are computed from fourth-order polyno-
mial approximations. The cocflicienLs required for these

thermodynamic approximations are taken from Gordon
and McBride. 16 Once the species viscosity has been

found, the mixturc viscosity is computed from Wilkc's
law. 17 The binary mass diffusivity between the species

is obtained by using the Chapman-Enskog theory in
conjunction with the Lennard-Jones inter-molecular
potential energy functions. 17For the two species(air to

air) mixing computations, the parameters needed to
compute the inter-species diffusion, the effective colli-
sion diameter and the effective temperature have been
taken to be 3.617 °A and 97 °K for air. The chemical

source term(o_,) contribution is assumed to be zero. The
mass diffusion velocities are evaluated using Fick's law.
For the non-reacting mixing computations, one addi-
tional species continuity equation for the secondary air
is solved to closely match the mass and diffusive prop_
erty of the experiments which used (iodine or ethylene)
seeded air as the injectant. In these mixing computations
the first species represents the freestrcam air and the

second species represents the injected air. A zero-equa-
tion algebraic turbulence model proposed by Baldwin
and Lomax J8 was used in the computations presented.
This turbulence model was modified with Bulecv-
inverse square length scale formulation w to simulate the

interaction effects of multiple no-slip walls in corner sit-
uations. The turbulence model maintains consistent low-

Reynolds number damping characteristics between the
grid blocks, and therefore a continuous eddy viscosity
profile exists between the grid blocks. Thc effects of
temperature and species fluctuations are neglected in
this turbulence model. Initially, the turbulent Prandtl
number and Schmidt numbers arc assumed to be 0.9 and

1.0, respectively. However, the turbulent Schmidt num-



bervaluewaslaterreducedto0.50inordertoincrease
theturbulentdiffusionnecessaryinthesesimulations.

3. Numerical Technique

Once the thermodynamic, chemical, diffusion and
turbulent properties have been computed, the governing

equations are implicitly formulated and numerically
solved. The conservation equations of mass, momen-

tum, energy, and species are solved in a fully coupled
implicit manner using central differencing. Steady-state
numerical solutions are achieved by iterating the solu-
tion using the Symmetric Successive Over Relaxation
(SSOR) numerical technique. 15 The SSOR technique

diagonalizes the flow equations and then solves them
using a series of scalar inversions. The chemical source

terms in species continuity equations are implicitly
treated and are solved using LU decomposition. In order
to reduce the core memory size, each of grid blocks is
numerically operated on and then written out to the
Solid State Disk(SSD) at each iteration. The intercon-
necting faces between the blocks did not have faces
which matched cell to cell. As a result, the information

travel between these non-matching grid system was
handled according to the flux-conservative technique
developed by Moon. 2° The use of independently gener-
ated blocks of grid to model each region of the Ilow field
avoided many difficulties that would have resulted had a
single block has been used.

4. Discussion

In this study non-reacting injector/combustor flow-

fields were studied to validate the numerical technique

and the zero-equation turbulence model developed for

the RPLUS code. Presently, only the non-reacting

experiments were studied to reduce the computational

complexity and still retain all of the parameters previ-

ously shown to be difficult to predict, such as separation

and spreading rate of the mixing-layer. Further studies

of reacting flow-fields are necessary to validate the com-
plete turbulence to chemical interaction model since the

exothermic chemical reactions have been shown to

enhance the mixing characteristics(Givi et. al.21). How-
ever, much of the numerics and the turbulence model

behavior can be studied using the readily available non-
reacting mixing-layer data. This database includes the

measurements of fuel(injected gas) mass fractions,

mean velocity, static pressure and temperature profiles.
The hyper-mixing injector/combustor models used in

the experiments conducted at NASA Lewis Research

Center, 22 Langley Research Center, 23 and University of
Virginia 24'25 have been studied.

4.1 Dual Transverse Injection Model of
McDanlel et. al.

One experimental study of a transverse injeclion
system was conducted by McDaniel et. al.24 The geome-
try of McDaniel's constant area combustor model with

two transverse injectors is shown in Figure 1. In this
design, a rearward facing step is used to create a recircu-
lation region that acts as a flame-holder. This rearward

facing step is followed by dual fuel-injection ports
located at the bottom wall of the test section. A typical
flow structure over the back-step is illustrated in Figure
2. The width of the model is 30.48mm and the height of
the model is 21.29mm. The step height is 3.1845ram(H)
and the injector diameter(D) is 1.93mm. The injectors
are located at 9.55mm and 22.29mm from the back-step,
respectively.

The stagnation conditions of pressure and tempera-
ture used to generate the frecstrcam flowfield are
274KPa and 300°K. The incoming stream of air is

assumed to be fully-developed at a location 6 mm(3D)
upstream of the back-step in the computation. The
incoming boundary-layer profile was mcxleled using the
log-law and adiabatic wall assumptions. 2_' Two species
air-to-air mixing computations were pertk)rmed in this
study to match the iodine-seeded air used in the experi-
mental investigation of McDaniel. The mole fraction of

the injected secondary air, extensively measured using
Planar Laser Induced Iodine Fluoresccnce(PLllF), was
compared with the computed solution.

In order to reduce computational resource require-
ments, the combustor flowfield was assumed to be sym-
metric about a XY-plane located at the ccnterline of the

injectors. Figure 3 illustrates a typical two-block grid
system used in the computations. The first grid block, 19
by 30 by 45 in size, was used to model the flow

upstream of the back-step. The second grid, 77 by 45 by
45, was used to model only the test section of this com-
bustor. This 181,575 ceil computation required 17 Cray
Mega Words(CMW) of memory. The grid cells normal
to the three side walls and the cells near injectors have
been stretched using a hyperbolic tangent based stretch-
ing function to achieve a grid size(y +) of approximately
1.0. The circular injectors were modeled with rectangu-
lar grid cells. Typically, there are 20 to 25 rectangular
cells modeling the injector exit plane. All of the com-
bustor walls were assumed to be no-slip and adiabatic,
except the rear-side of the back-step where a slip wall
boundary condition was maintained. Typical conver-
gence characteristics of a numerical solution obtained

are illustrated through the global residual curves shown
in Figure 4. For a converged solution, the numerical iter-
ations were performed to achieve approximately three

orders of magnitude reduction of the density(L1 ) and
mass flux(L2) residuals. This convergence usually

4



required2500iterationsandapproximately6.5Cray
YMPCPUhours.

Injectorcharacterizationisdifficultandtoocompu-
tationallyintensivetobeincludedasapartof thecom-
bustorflowfieldsolution.Therefore,abestestimateof
theinjectorexitstaticconditionshasbeenused.How-
ever,thefixedboundaryconditionassumptionignores
theeffectoftheinjectorontheboundary-layerinterac-
tions,eventhoughthiseffectcanbesignificant.Further-
more,someuncertaintiesin themeasurementsdoexist
becauseofthesensitivityof themeasurementstovari-
ousexperimentaluncertainties.24Therefore,somecon-
siderationsweregiventotheinjectorcharacterization.

Theinjectorexitboundaryconditionreportedby
McDanielet.al.correspondstoconditionsgeneratedby
aperfectlychokedflow.Themassflowratecomputed
fromthisstaticconditionwill introducehighermass
flowrates(1.78g/s)thanmeasured(1.60g/s).Thisdefi-
ciencycanberemovedbyeitheradjustingtheinjector
exitstaticconditionsor byadjustingthesizeof the
injectornozzle.Smallvariationsin injectorexitcondi-
tionshasnegligibleeffectonthemaincombustorflow
fieldpredictionsif themassflowrateof 1.60g/sis
maintained.A highermassflowratewill chokedthe
flowinsideof thecombustorleadingtomuchhigher
staticconditions.

Forthecomputationpresented,wehaveassumed
thattheinjectorswerechokedslightlyupstreamof the
exitplaneandasmallamountofexpansionhasoccurred
atthefirstcell wheretheboundaryconditionswere
implemented.Therefore,asupersonicMachnumberof
1.25hasbeenusedastheboundarycondition.This
injectorexitMachnumberisapproximatelytheaverage
of measuredexit Machnumbervaluesreportedby
McDanielet.al.24Theeffectof non-uniformityin the
injectorflowfieldhasnotbeenconsideredin thisstudy.
Theinjectorpressureandtemperature,requiredforthe
computationshavebeenobtainedfromaonedimen-
sionalanalysisthatmaintainsthemeasuredmassflow
rateof 1.60g/s.Thephysicalsizeoftheinjectorswere
maintainedasmeasuredandthestaticpressureof the
injectedgaswasadjustedtomatchthemeasuredmass
flowrates.Therefore,thecomputedstaticpressureand
temperatureof theinjectorare97KPaand228°K,
respectively.

Figure5showsthecomputedtotalmassflowrates
andfreestreamairflowratesalongthetunnel.Notethat
thecomputedtotalandinjectedmassflowrateofeach
injectorreflectsonlyhalfthereportedvaluesbecause
onlyhalfof thecombustorwasnumericallyresolved.
Thecomputedmassflowrate(0.0958Kg/s)of the
freestreamflowisapproximately4 percentlowerthan
thereportedvalue(0.10Kg/s).Theconsequencesof
slightlowermassflowrateinthetestsectionflowwere
notstudied.The injected mass flow adds an additional

0.80 g/s of flow at the first injector, raising the total mass
flow rate to 0.0966 Kg/s at the tirst injector, and an addi-
tional 0.80 g/s of flow at the second injector, leading to
the final value of 0.0974 Kg/s. The overall numerical
error in the prediction of the mass flow rate is less than 4
percent for the injected gas and total mass flow rates.

Comparisons of computed and measured velocity,
pressure and temperature profiles are shown in Figures 6
through 9. Several comparisons made along the center-
plane(Z/D = 0.0) and at a plane a half diameter away
from the centerplane(Z/D= 0.5) locations are presented.
In addition, the computation resolving all three walls of
the test section is compared to other computations in
which the visous displacement effects are neglected(de-
noted as 1W-all and 2W-all) at various sides of the com-
bustor walls. Figure 6 shows the velocity, pressure and
temperature profile comparisons at the center of the first
injector(X/D=0.0). U-velocity prediction is in agree-
ment with the PLIIF measurements except in the high
shear region near the injector exit(Y/D<3.0). Here, the
predictions are lower than the measured values because
of the limitations imposed by the one dimensional injec-
tor model. Figure 6a shows the V-velocity profile com-
parison. The computed near wall V-velocity does not
match the experimental data exactly because of the
injector boundary condition. The computed temperature
and pressure are in reasonable agreement with the
experimental data, except at the peak of the penetration,
where the strength of the compression/expansion is over
predicted. Figure 7 show similar comparisons for a flow
region three diameters downstream of the first injector.
The static pressure and temperature profile across the
test section are well predicted. However, the near wall
temperature is over predicted by 40 percent. This dis-
crepancy is caused in part by the zero equation turbu-
lence model's inability to predict separation/re-
attachmcnt characteristics. Although the uncertainties in

the measurements, especially near lhe wall, is also a
major factor in this discrepancy, it is clear that a more
accurate turbulence model is needed to study this diffi-
culty. Figure 8 shows similar comparisons of velocity,

pressure and tcmperature profiles at the center of the
second injector(X/D=6.6). Once again, the peak values
of the expansion/compression characteristics are over
predicted. However, both the velocity components and
inviscid core of the pressure and temperature profiles
are in agreement with experimental data. Figure 9 shows
a typical comparison of velocities, pressure and temper-
ature profiles at a station one hall" diameter away from
the centerline and three diameters downstream of the

first injector. Figure 9 clearly shows that the velocities
and the pressure profiles are well predicted. These fig-
fires also show that the wall temperature in the separated
region between the two injector is still over predicted by
33 percent. These profiles also show that while some of

the under-expanded jet characteristics have been cap-



turedbythecomputations,muchof thenearinjector/
boundary-layerinteractionhasnotbeencapturedbythe
computation.

Figures10and11showthecomputedcenterline
pressureandtemperature.Thesecontoursareinquanti-
tativeandqualitativeagreementwiththeplanarmea-
surementsreportedbyMcDanielet.al.24Thesefigures
clearlyshowtheunderliningphysicalbehaviorof this
flowfield;includingtheexpansionof thesupersonic
flowovertheback-step,characteristicsof thetwo
under-expandedjets,andthebowshockformedaround
thecolumnsoftheinjectedgas.Thepressurecontour,
shownbyFigure10,clearlyshowsthattheexpansion
causedbytheback-stepis limitedbytheinjectedgas
streamfromthefirstinjectorandthattheidealexpan-
sionratio(P2/Pt)of0.38isnotreached.Thisisinagree-
mentwiththeexperimentalobservationofMcDaniel.24
Themeasuredpressurevalueoftheratioforthisexpan-
sionis0.53andthecomputedresultis0.57.Figure11
showsthatthewalltemperatureatthebackfaceofthe
stepiscolderthanexpectedsincetheviscouswall
boundaryconditionwasnotmaintainedinthenumerical
model.

Figure12showsthecenterline(Z/D=0.0)massfrac-
tioncontourcomparisonbetweentheexperimentaldata
obtainedbyMcDanielet.al.24andtheprediction.This
figureshowsthatmostof theimportantflowfietdfea-
turesoftheinjectedgas,includingtheupstreampenetra-
tionof theinjectedgas,arewell capturedby the
computation.Themassfractionlevelsareindicatedby
thecolorbar.This figureshowsthatthecomputed
resultsareinquantitativeagreementwiththemeasured
contour.Thepenetrationheightofthesecondinjectoris
almosttwicethatof thefirststreamofgas.Thisdeeper
penetrationis facilitatedbythefirstcolumnofinjected
gasactingasabufferandcreatingmuchmorefavorable
staticconditionsforthesecondinjector.

Severalcrosssectionof themassfractionpredic-
tionsarecomparedwithexperimentallymeasuredcon-
toursinFigures13athrough13d.Figure13ashowsthe
massfractioncontourcomparisonatthreediameters
upstreamof thefirstinjector.Thiscomparisonshows
thatthesizeof therecirculationbehindtheback-step,
andtheextenttowhichthatregionhasbeenabletocap-
turetheinjectedgasare,wellpredicted;upto20percent
of theinjectedgascanbecapturedin therecirculation
regionbehindtheback-step.Figure13band13dshow
massfractioncomparisonsat X/D=0.0andX/D=6.6.
Thesecomparisonsareatthecenterof thefirstinjector
andthesecondinjector.Theexperimentaldatashows
"mushrooming"characteristicoftheunder-expandedjet
shape.However,theexactshapeof theinjectedplume
hasnotbeencapturedbytheprediction.Thisdiscrep-
ancymayhaveoccurredbecausetheinjectorstobound-
ary-layerinteractionswerenotmodeledasapartofthe
flowsolution.Thedatashowstheinjectorexitplaneto

bethreedimensional.However,theinjectorsaremod-
eledasaonedimensionalsurfaceswithfixedboundary
conditionsinthecomputations.Therefore,muchof the
nearinjectorinteractionsarenotnumericalmodeled.It
shouldalsobenotedthatpredictedregionsaroundthe
plumeperimeterismuchthinnerthantheexperimental
measurements.It isreadilyevidentfromthesethinner
regionsthatthetotaldiffusionof injectedgaspredicted
istoosmallandisrestrictedtoanarrowerregionof the
flowthanexperimentallyobserved.Thisdifficultyis
consistentwithanearlierobservationofEklundet.al.27
whoalsoshowedthattheBaldwin-Lomaxturbulence
modeltendstounderpredictthespreadingbehaviorof
simpleshear-layers.Muchof thisdeficiencycanbe
attributedtouseof theempiricallycalibratedwake
functionfor attachedflowsto determinethelength
scalesof thenon-attachedflowsituations.However,
othercharacteristics,suchasthepenetrationdcpthofthe
injectedgasandtheextentofcrossstreamspreadingof
theinjectedmasscapturedbytheboundary-layerarc
reasonablywellpredicted.Figure13cshowsthemass
fractioncontourcomparisonata locationthreediameter
formthefirstinjector(X/D=3.1).This station shows the

typical roll up behavior caused by thc curved shock-
wave form around the first column of the injected gas
has been reasonably captured by the prediction. The cir-
culation created by the curved bow shock causes the
injected core of gas to take on a butterfly like shape.

Further quantitative assessment of the mixing and

spreading characteristics can be made using mixing effi-
ciency(_). Mixing efficiency of both reacting and non-
reacting flows is defined as the fraction of the least
available reactant that can react if the flow was brought
to chemical equilibrium. McDanicl suggested that for
the air to air mixing the efficiency expression rcduccs to

the area ratio where 4 to 75 percent injected mass frac-
tion ratio exists. The range (11"the mass fraction used
corresponds to the static llammability limit of hydrogen-
air combustion. Figure 14 shows the comparison of the

mixing efficiency of the prediction and the measure-
ments. This figure shows that the prediction clearly does

not do well in predicting the spreading rate (11"the mass
injected. Although the upstream penetration due to the
rccirculation has bccn captured.

4.2 Streamwlse Mach 2.0 Swept Injector of
Hartfield et. el.

An experimental study of a strcamwise injection
system was conducted by Harficld et. al. 25 Although the

geometry of the streamwisc swept injector is very diM-
cult to resolve using a conventional grid system, it was
handled easily using a multiple-block grid system. A
typical geometry of thc swept-injector model is illus-
trated in Figure 15 and a schematic of the [low field is

shown in Figure 16. Thc ramp angle(At) and swept
angle(As) are 9.5 degrees for this injector nlodel. The



height(H)ofthesweptinjectoris4.9mm.Theinjector
nozzleis locatedatthebackfaceof therampandis
designedtogenerateasupersonicinjection.Typical
staticpressureandtemperatureare33.5KPaand167°K,
respectively.Theheightandthewidthof thecombustor
modelare18.1mmand30.1mm,respectively.

ThefreestreamMachnumberof theHartfieldet.
al.25experimentwasapproximately2.0.Thestagnation
pressureandtemperaturewere262KPaand300°K,
respectively.ThisMach2flowwasgeneratedusinga
twodimensionalrectangularnozzle.Thisnozzlealso
generatescomplexthreedimensionalflowfeaturesat
thecornersof thetestsection.Inordertoreducethe
convergencetimeof thecomputationthesecomplex
comerflowfeatureswerenotresolvedinthecomputa-
tion.Furthermore,theinfluencesof fullydevelopedtur-
bulentboundary-layersonthesideandthetopwallsof
thetestsectionwereneglected.However,thewidthof
thetestsectioncomputedwasreducedby1.5mm,adis-
placementheightsuggestedbyHartfield,23toaccount
fortheboundary-layerdisplacementeffectsnotresolved
computationally.

TheinjectedairwasassumedtobeatMach1.7.
Thisinjectionwasassumedtobedevelopedfromalarge
reservoiratapressureof252KPa.Thestagnationtem-
peratureofthisreservoirwasassumedtobethesameas
thefreestreamvalue.Inacombustormodelwithswept
injector,theshock-wavegeneratedbythecompression
rampisusedto"process"theinjectedgas.Theswept
rampalsogeneratesstreamwisevorticitynecessaryfor
mixingenhancement.Anaxisymmetricinjectornozzle,
with3.3mmdiameter,exitsattherearfaceoftheswept
ramp.Thestaticpressureandtemperature,adjustedto
matchmassflowrate,arecomputedtobe40.5KPaand
109.5°K,respectively.Initially,theinjectedgasflow
wasassumedtobeonedimensional.However,sincethe
experimentaldatacontainsasubstantialamountofflow
expansioncharacteristics,anadditionalsimulationwas
conductedto showtheimportanceof modelingthe
expansionbehaviortomatchtheexperimentaldata.The
expansioncharacteristicin thissimulationwasmodeled
witha sourceflowmodelwherethetotalexpansion
anglewasassumedto be10degrees.Theinjection
anglesfor bothcomputationsareassumedtobe9.5
degrees.

Thecomputationswereperformedusingthree
structuredgrid.Onlyhalfofthecombustorwassimu-
latedtoreducecomputationalrequirements.TheXY-
planelocatedatthecenterofthecombustormodelwas
assumedtobetheplaneof symmetry.A typicalmulti-
ple-blockstructuredgridsystemusedtoresolvethe
swept-injectorofHartfieldet.al.25isshowninFigure
17.Therearethreeblocksofgrid;thefirsttwoblocksof
gridwereusedtomodeltheprimaryflowpassageover
andbehindtherampandthethirdblockof gridwas
usedtomodeltheflowpassagearoundthesideof the

injector.Thefirstgridblockof was45by45by45in
sizeandthesecondgridblockwas43by27by33in
size.Thethirdgridblock,45by45by45insize,was
usedtomodeltheflowregionbehindtherampinjector
andin themaincombustorregionof themodel.Typi-
cally,thesecomputationsusedatotalof 220,563grid
cellsand13CMWofmemory.Thegridcellsalongthe
bottomwallsurfaceandaroundtheinjectorsofthecom-
bustorwerestretchedusingahyperbolictangentfunc-
tiontomaintainanear-wallnon-dimensionalheight(y+)
of 1.0.Theinterfacesbetweentheblockswerenumeri-
callyhandledaccordingtothefluxconservativetech-
nique.2°Thecircularinjectorwasmodeledwith42
rectangulargridcells.Typicalconvergencehistoryfor
thenumericalsolutionis shownbyFigure18.Two
ordersofreductioninglobalresidualisassumedtobe
adequatefor obtainingaconvergedsolution.This
required approximately 10 Cray YMP CPU hours and
about 2000 iterations.

The computations were conducted using air as the
injected gas to match the mass and viscous characteris-
tics of the experiment where the injectant mole fraction
was measured using PLIIE The inlet boundary-layer
characteristics were developed from the log-law rela-
tionship and the thermal profile was generated using a
parabolic relationship. 26 An adiabatic wall boundary
condition along with no-slip conditions were maintained
only at the lower surface and the surface around the
injector. Figure 19 shows the computed mass flow rate
distribution inside of the combustor model. The ideal

freestream and the injected mass flow rates are 0.090
Kg/s and 1.49 g/s, respectively. The computed mass
flow rate including the boundary-layer displacement
effect is 0.0856 Kg/s. The overall numerical error of this
mass flow rate computation is about 2 percent.

A schematic of the ttow field structure generated by

the swept-ramp injector is shown in Figure 16. This
ramp surface generates a shock-wave with a computed
pressure ratio(P2/P 1) of 1.41 as compared to the ideal
inviscid value of 1.65. This shock-wave is then reflected
back into the main flowfield further downstream behind

the back-face of the ramp. The structure of this shock-
wave reflection is clearly illustrated by the centerline
density contour shown in Figure 20. This shock-wave
pattern is also remarkably similar to the schlieren 12hoto-

• _ _5

graph of the test secnon taken by Hartheld et. al.' All
of the key shock-wave characteristics, including interac-
tion of the Mach disk and the reflected shock-wave at

the triple point, have been reasonably captured. How-
ever, much higher grid resolution will be required to
fully resolve the triple interaction region in quantative
detail.

Comparisons of the centerline mass-fraction con-
tour generated from the computed result and measured
data are shown in Figure 21 and 22. These figures show
good qualitative and quantitative agreement between the
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experimental measurements and the computed results.
Figure 21 shows the mass fraction contour predicted by
an injector model without the expansion characteristic.
This comparison clearly shows that the injected stream
of gas near the exit plane is much narrower than the
experimentally measured contour. At the same time, the
peak mass fraction occurs much further downstream
than expected. This seems to suggest that the injection
generated in absence of the initial expansion is far less
efficient in promoting mixing. Figure 22 shows the cen-
terline mass fraction contour generated from a numeri-
cal solution where the initial expansion was modeled as
a source flow. This mass fraction contour is in much

closer agreement with the measured data. The initial
plume behavior and the extent of the peak mass fraction
penetration down stream is better predicted.

Figures 23a and 23b show comparisons of the com-
puted mass-fraction contours with the contours gener-
ated by experimental measurements at several
downstream locations. These figure show that the flow-
field and the mixing characteristics generated by the
swept ramp are well captured by the computation. The
streamwise vorticity generated by the swept-ramp
causes the injected fuel stream to be lifted from the floor
and roll onto itself, developing a butterfly-like shape.
This leads to rapid mixing of the injected air with the
freestream air. The downstream distance to the location

where the roll-up occurs and the peak mass fraction
value computed are in agreement with the experimental
data. Similar to the earlier transverse injector prediction,
these figures also clearly show that the spreading rate of
the injected gas is not captured by the numerical model.
The spreading rate can also be characterized by the
cross sectional area occupied by each mass fraction
level. The mixing efficiency prediction using the earlier
definition of 4 to 75 mass fraction limit is compared
with the experimental data in Figure 24. Clearly, the pre-
dicted efficiency curves is lower than the efficiency
curve generated using the measured data. This is a clear
indication that the spreading rate predicted is much
lower and occurs on a narrower region than the experi-
mental observations.

4.3 Streamwise Mach 3.0 Swept Injectors of
Davis and Hingst

Further complexities were introduced in the experi-
mental study conducted by Davis and Hingst 22. In that
study, primary effects of the pressure ratio between the
injected gas and the freestream gas on mixing character-
istics were investigated over a range of operating condi-
tions. A swept ramp with three rectangular injectors was
used in their investigation. Figure 25 shows the typical
geometry of the swept injector model. A matched pres-
sure case was simulated to show that even very complex
geometries with multiple injectors can be accurately
predicted by the present numerical technique.

The freestream Mach number of the Davis and

Hingst experiment was 3.0. The stagnation pressure and
temperature were 206KPa and 294°K, respectively. The

injected ethylene-seeded air has a stagnation pressure of
206KPa and stagnation temperature of 294°K. The static
pressure for both the injected gas and the freestream was
assumed to be 5.6KPa. The injector exit conditions were
assumed because independent measuremcnts of quanti-
fies, such as the injector mass flow rate or pressures and
temperatures, were not available for a more definitive
characterization of the injector exit condition. A 10

degree compression ramp with a swept angle of 9.4
degrees was used to generate the combustor flowfield.
The height(H) of this compression ramp is 4.91cm. A
typical schematic of this injector/combustor flowfieid is
shown in Figure 26. The computation resolved the fully
developed turbulent boundary-layers on all three walls
of the test section. The incoming boundary-layer was
also modeled, using a profile generated from the log-law
assumptions. Modeling of the incoming boundary-layer
characteristics is important in this situation because the
size and strength of the streamwisc vorticity generated
by the swept ramp are greatly aff_ted by the ratio of the
ramp height to boundary-layer thickness.

The centerplane of the 1 ft. by 1 ft. supersonic tun-
nel test section was assumed to be the plane of symme-
try. Therefore, only one and a half of the three injectors
were resolved in the computation. Figure 27 illustrates a
typical four block grid system used to model the com-
bustor flow field of Davis and Hingst. 22 The first grid

block of grid, 45 by 45 by 45 in size, was used to model
the flow upstream of the ramp injector. The second and
third blocks of grid, 19 by 25 by 45 and 21 by 21 by 45
in size, were used to model the Ilow region between the
injectors. The fourth grid block, 65 by 45 by 45 in size,
was used to model the flow region behind the ramp
injector and in the main combustor region of the model.
This grid system required 14 CMW of memory. The
grid cells along the three side walls were stretched using
a hyperbolic tangent function to maintain a non-dimen-
sional height (y÷) of approximately 1.0. Typically, 144
rectangular cells were used to model an injector exit
area. Figure 28 shows a typical convergence history of
the numerical solution obtained. Approximately 2000
iterations and 16 Cray YMP CPU hours were needcd to
achieve a two orders of magnitude reduction in residuals
required for convergence. Figurc 29 shows the com-
puted mass flow rate distribution inside of the combus-
tor model. The mass flow rates computed from the
numerical solution are 5.06 Kg/s for the freestream flow
and 0.232 Kg/s for the injected gas flow as compared to
the ideal freestream and the injected mass flow rates of
5.30 Kg/s and 0.237 Kg/s, respectively. The small dif-
ference in the freestream mass tlow rate is the result of

the boundary-layer displacement effect not accounted
for in the ideal approximation.
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Figure 30 shows the centerplane density contour
and Figure 31 shows the centerplane Mach number con-
tour. These two figures clearly illustrate the complex
flow behavior inside of this combustor model. The
Mach number contour shows that the turbulent bound-

ary-layer on the top and bottom walls of the test section
and the leading shock-wave, generated by the 10 degree

ramp, has been resolved by the computation. The ramp
generated shock-wave has a computed pressure ratio(P2/

Pl) of 1.82; as compare to the ideal inviscid pressure
ratio is 2.07. This ramp shock-wave interacts with the
turbulent boundary-layer on the top wall of the test sec-
tion at a location 54.5cm from the leading edge of the

ramp and is reflected down towards the injected stream
of gas at the bottom of the tunnel. The final interaction
of the shock-wave and the injected gas occurs near the
end of the computational domain. The shock-wave/
boundary-layer interaction occurring at the top wall
determines the shock-wave reflection characteristic.

Therefore, adequate grid resolution was used to qualita-
tively resolve the separation region. However, quantita-
tive characterization, such as skin friction or wall

temperature, was not possible because of insufficient
near-wall and near separation bubble grid resolution.
The shock-wave/shear-layer interaction can also be an

important physical mechanism which can be used to
enhance mixing. However, for the problem considered,
the reflected shock-wave is too weak to significantly

change the flow behavior. This weakness is further com-
plicated by the numerical diffusion which caused the
shock-wave to diffuse in the coarse mesh regions
located at the center of the computational domain fur-
ther reducing the strength and the resolution of the
reflected shock-wave.

Comparisons between the measured and computed
mass fraction and Mach number contour are shown in

Figures 32 thorough 34. These contours were measured
at 90.3 cm downstream of the ramp's leading edge. The

(species) volume fraction measured using the trace gas
technique 21 is equivalent to the computed mass fraction
since both gases are air with the same molecular mass.

Figure 32 and Figure 33 compare the mass fraction con-
tours generated by the computation and the measured
data. Computational results from using two different
turbulent Schmidt numbers are shown in these figures.

These comparisons show that the turbulent mass diffu-
sion characteristic predicted using the Baldwin-Lomax
turbulence model is inadequate. Figure 32 shows that if
the turbulent Schmidt number is set to a value of 1.0, the
turbulent diffusion contribution is much too small. As a

result, the measured peak value of the mass fraction was
over predicted by 23 percent. Figure 33 shows that this
difficulty can be corrected by adjusting the turbulent
Schmidt number to 0.50 to increase the effect of turbu-

lence on the mass diffusion. This change in the model
formulation captures the peak value of the mass fraction

experimentally observed. However, it should be noted
that, as with our earlier observation, the effect of wake is
modeled empirically in the Baldwin-Lomax model for-
mulation for wall bounded situations without much con-
sideration for free shear flow situations. Therefore,

closer scrutiny of the wake function is needed to deter-
mine the exact nature of the model deficiency in mixing-

layers. These comparisons also show that the computed
peak of the mass fraction is in a much more outward
location than the experimentally observed peaks. Two
cores of the mixing jets are also slightly further apart
than in the experimental data. These differences are due
to the lower swept angle used in the computational
model to maintain non-zero and non-singular volume
cells at the innermost point between the injectors.(see
inset of Figure 25) The lower swept angle causes a

change in the slrength of the streamwise vorticity gener-
ated leading to a shift in the peak mass fraction location.
However, the overall mass fraction peak as well as the

major portion of the flow characteristics has been cap-
tured by the computation.

Figure 34 compares the computed and experimen-
tal Mach number contours. The computed result is in

qualitative agreement with the experimental data. How-
ever, the average value of the Mach number predicted at
the core of the mixing region is lower than the measured
value. However, the computations were able capture the
boundary-layer entrainment under the mixing region
characterized by the low Mach number peaks shown in
the figure. This entrainment is caused by the streamwise

vorticity generated by the swept ramp and begins at the
tail end of the mixing core region. Furthermore, it is

important to note that more definitive characterization
of the injector exit condition is required to improve the
quantitative agreement with the experimental data.

5. Concluding Remarks

A numerical study was conducted to evaluate the

performance of wall mounted fuel-injectors designed for
potential Supersonic Combustion Ramjet(SCRAM-jet)
engine applications. During this study, a capability of
the RPLUS code to predict non-reacting flow fields
inside combustor models with complex geometry has
also been evaluatcd. Comprehensive comparisons of

experimental and measured velocity, temperature, pres-
sure, and mass fraction profiles show that many of the

key flow features observed in the experiments are rea-
sonably captured by the computations. These flowfield
features include separation, streamwise vorticity genera-
tion, and shock-wave interaction effects. These compar-
isons also show that with several simple turbulence
model modifications for multiple wall influences, com-

plex features of the three dimensional combustor/injec-
tor flowfields can be reasonably predicted. However,
these comparisons also reveal that the spreading rate,
diffusion characteristics of the injected gas and the sepa-
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ration characteristics(i.e, wall temperature, bubble size)
of the boundary-layer are not well predicted by a popu-
lar zero-equation Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model
with a simple gradient-diffusion model for turbulent
species diffusion. The diffusion characteristic of this tur-
bulence model has been improved by using a calibrated
value of the turbulent Schmidt number. However, it is

important to note that the modeled wall-bounded wake
characteristics in the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence model

should be further revised so that more accurate predic-
tions of the mixing-layers can be made. Furthermore,
better assessment of boundary-layer separation and
shock-wave to shear-layer interaction characteristics
require higher order models of turbulence.
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FIGURE 6. Profile at X/D= 0.0 and ZED = 0.0 (a) V- velocity, (b) U-velocity, (c) Temperature, (cl) Pressure
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FIGURE 7 cont'd Profile at X/D=3.1 and 7__/D= 0.0
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FIGURE 9e. Velocity Profile at X/D = 3.1, Z/D=0.50
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FIGURE 10. Centerline Pressure(in Pa) Comparison(Z/D= 0.0)
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FIGURE 12. Centerline Mass Fraction Comparison
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FIGURE 14. One-Dimensional Mixing Schedule
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FIGURE 15. Swept-Injector Geometry of Hartfield
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FIGURE 17. Three-Block Grid System Hartfield Model

FIGURE 18. Convergence History of Mach 2.0 Flow
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FIGURE 19. Total Mass Flow Rate
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FIGURE 20. Centerline Density(in Kg/m 3) Contour FIGURE 23 a. Cross Section Mass Fraction Comparison
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FIGURE 22. Centerline Mass Fraction Comparison
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FIGURE 24. Mixing Efficiency
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FIGURE 25. Swept-Injector Geometry of Davis
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FIGURE 26. Schematics of Mach 3.0 Flowfield
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FIGURE 27. Four-Block Grid System of Davis' Model

FIGURE 28. Convergence History For Mach 3 Flow
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FIGURE 30. Centerline Density(in Kg/m 3) Contour FIGURE 33. Cross-Section Mass-Fraction Comparison
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